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Abstract— This paper portrays assurance of three stages 

Induction Motor from single staging stage inversion, over 

voltage, and under voltage. Because of this electrical blame 

the twisting of engine get singed which deliver protection 

harm and along these lines relieve the life time of Motor. This 

blame is inciting in Induction Motor because of variety in 

Induction Motor parameters. At the point when three stage 

Induction Motor works frequently, it is mandatory to shield 

the engine from these impossible shortcomings. Three stage 

Induction Motor specifically associated through the supply, if 

the supply voltage has list and swell because of harm the 

execution of Motor is influenced and now and again winding 

is warmed. When stage arrangement is switched because of 

wrong association at that point engine start to pivot toward 

another path, if supply framework has just a single stage and 

other stage is disengaged then it is single staging issue. Online 

condition observing of the Induction Motor has been broadly 

utilized as a part of the identification of blame. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Acceptance engine is the spine for each industry. However 

like some other machine, they will in the end fall flat due to 

substantial obligation cycle, poor establishing condition, 

establishment and assembling factors and so on. With raising 

interest for dependability and proficiency, the field of blame 

analysis in enlistment engine is picking up significance .If the 

blame are not devine, it might bring about expansive income 

misfortunes and in addition posture risk to unwavering 

quality and wellbeing of task. Three stage enlistment engine 

for the most part experiences under voltage, over voltage, 

overheating, single staging and stage inversion issues. At the 

point when the three stage enlistment engine supply with 

higher voltage than is appraised esteem then acceptance 

engine begins overheated. In paper, a variable protection is 

utilized when supply voltage is not as much as voltage drop 

past the protection is more than it shields the engine from this 

blame. At the point when supply voltage is just a single stage, 

this is single staging issue and supply voltage bring down the 

appraised and indeed engine neglects to start. On account of 

engine warming a LM sensor is used which sense the 

temperature of winding if it is out run than specified limit then 

once again motor fails to start. It is highly desired that three 

phase induction motor works adrift from these all types of 

fault. Details description of all types of fault is discuss below. 

II. PROTECTION OF OVER VOLTAGE 

In finished voltage insurance arrangement of three stage 

enlistment engine shields the engine from over voltage, the 

voltage which is more than appraised voltage. In circuit graph 

of overvoltage insurance, it comprise the comparator which 

think about two voltages one is supply and other is drop over 

the variable protection. At the point when the voltage drop 

over the variable protection is higher than certain farthest 

point then comparator produces flag. This flag is nourished to 

microcontroller and microcontroller makes the appropriate 

move as appeared in underneath: 

 
Fig. 1: Circuit Diagram of Overvoltage Protection 

III. PROTECTION OF UNDER VOLTAGE 

In under voltage insurance of three stage acceptance engine 

nourishes the security from the under voltage. At the point 

when supply framework has low voltage than the specific 

evaluated of enlistment engine then under voltage insurance 

segment of assurance supply is given to engine. Single 

staging works. It has comparable idea as finished voltage it 

additionally has comparator which think about two voltage 

one from supply and other from the voltage drop .Across the 

variable protection. At the point when voltage drop over the 

variable protection is not as much as certain utmost, this flag 

sends to microcontroller and microcontroller stop the 

working of engine on account of running and neglects to work 

if there should be an occurrence of beginning. Preset is 

utilized to set the specific incentive as appeared in fig.2. This 

circuit worry with same mold as overvoltage security works 

just the distinctive is that esteem set by preset. For this 

situation set esteem is least however in overvoltage case set 

esteems by preset resister. At the point when appropriate 

voltage drop over the Resister surpasses from the set 

estimations of preset the flag sends to microcontroller. 

 
Fig. 2: Preset To Set Value 
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IV. PROTECTION OF SINGLE PHASING 

In single staging security to three enlistment engine, if other 

two stages is blamed and just a single assurance of engine 

area starts working. For the most part in single stage supply 

voltage is not as much as certain esteem .on this estimation of 

voltage engine can't start. Comparator which analyzes single 

staging supply voltage and evaluated indicated voltage, and 

sends to microcontroller and microcontroller produces flag 

which end the engine, if engine is constant and does not 

permit to engine begin if there should be an occurrence of 

stop. At some point single staging assurance looking much 

engine imperative when the engine is scar which essential 

capacity like outfitting ,pump driving, and crane driving and 

so on this fig.3 demonstrates the to a great degree single 

staging condition in three stage enlistment engine. Where one 

stage breakdown and engine is basically provided by 

outstanding stages which is like single staging condition 

.Single staging happens different things can cause this 

subversive condition obvious taken are a louder than normal 

murmuring from the engine and for a pole that vibrates to 

some degree that pivoting. Because of a few conceivable 

outcomes. An unbowed wire, an awful breaker a blown fuse, 

and other things can cause this subversive condition 

conspicuous taken are a louder than usual humming from the 

motor and for a shaft that vibrates somewhat that rotating. 

 
Fig. 3: Single Phasing 

V. PROTECTION OF PHASE REVERSAL 

Overheating insurance of engine implies shield the engine 

from overheating of its winding. This overheating in engine 

is particularly caused by over-burdening of engine, bearing 

seizes up something bolted the engine shaft from expression 

engine only neglects to begin appropriately, an inability to 

beginning of engine may cause by defective begin in twisting 

in engine. For detecting the warmth LM35 sensor is 

accommodate this reason. This sensor is associated with 

comparator inputs. With the help of sensor which sense the 

temperature of winding and its temperature surpass to some 

specific level then comparator sends this flag to 

microcontroller as appeared in fig. 4 

 
Fig. 4: Diagram of Phase Reversal 

VI. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

The square outline is appeared underneath in fig.5. 

Microcontroller is AT89552 is utilized with programming 

code which drives the entire framework in similarity with 

their trademark. One transfer drive is utilized which drive the 

hand-off capacity. 

All the five unit of controlling warring as 

contribution for microcontroller and a control supply is 

likewise utilized which supply the ability to microcontroller. 

As the info gave by the particular segment of insurance as 

indicated by that microcontroller works. 

 
Fig. 5: Block Diagram of System 

VII. HEALTH MONITORING TECHNIQUES 

There are a lot of methods which have already been used in 

the last four decades for health monitoring of the machine But 

most commonly used techniques are described below: 

A. Thermal Monitoring 

The warm checking of electrical machines can be finished by 

estimating neighborhood temperature of the engine or by the 

estimation of the parameter. Due to the shorted hands over 

the stator winding the estimation of stator current will be high 

and thus it produces exorbitant warmth if legitimate move 

would not be made and comes about into the pulverization of 

the engine. 

In this way, a few specialists have presented warm 

model of electric engine. Fundamentally this model is ordered 

into two sections: 
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1) Finite Element Analysis (FEA) Based Model 

2) Lumped parameter based mode Attractive Flux 

Monitoring 

Irregular sounds which show up in the stator current are 

elements of various factors because of magneto intention 

constrain (MMF) conveyance and permeance wave portrayal 

of the air-hole. Henceforth any mutilation noticeable all 

around hole transition thickness because of stator deformity 

sets up a pivotal motion in the pole. The pivotal attractive 

spillage transition of an acceptance engine is promptly 

estimated utilizing a roundabout hunt curl which is set on the 

non-drive (raise) end of the machine, concentric with the 

pole. The pursuit curl creates a yield voltage which is relative 

to the rate of progress of the pivotal spillage transition. This 

flag contains huge numbers of a similar recurrence parts 

which are available in the stator current. it is especially 

valuable for assessing the speed as it contains a solid part at 

the slip recurrence 

3) Partial Discharge Monitoring 

This method is used for detecting stator insulation faults in 

higher voltage motors. It consists of detecting the low 

amplitude, ultrafast pulses (ns) produced by electric 

discharges in small voids in the insulation. Partial discharge 

occur even in healthy machines. However an increase in the 

amount of partial discharge activity can be associated with 

insulation degradation. 

4) Air Gap Torque Monitoring 

The air hole torque is delivered by the motion linkage and the 

streams of a turning machine. It is extremely delicate to any 

unbalance made because of imperfections and also by the 

uneven voltages. Since, a wide range of engine flaws create 

the side groups at extraordinary frequencies noticeable all 

around hole torque. Since, it isn't conceivable to quantify air 

hole torque straightforwardly. The distinction between the 

evaluated torques from the model gives a sign of the presence 

of broken bars. From the info terminals, the quick power 

incorporates the charging and releasing vitality in the 

windings. Hence, the momentary power cannot speak to the 

prompt torque. From the yield terminals, the rotor shaft and 

mechanical heap of a pivoting machine constitute a tensional 

spring framework that has its own particular characteristic 

recurrence. The constricts of the segments of air hole torque 

transmitted through the tensional spring framework are 

diverse for various symphonious requests of torque segments. 

Yet, by utilizing this strategy it is difficult to analyze all 

flaws. 

5) Noise Monitoring 

By estimating and examining the acoustic commotion range 

we can do clamor observing. Because of the air hole whimsy 

the clamor is created. This commotion is utilized for blame 

identification in acceptance engine. Nonetheless it isn't the 

precise approach to recognize the blame by commotion 

checking as a result of the boisterous foundation from 

alternate machines. Ventilation clamor is related with air 

turbulence, which is delivered by intermittent unsettling 

influences noticeable all around weight because of turning 

parts. The clamor is because of the Maxwell's burdens that 

follow up on the iron surfaces. These powers are in charge of 

delivering the commotion in the stator structure. 

6) Stator Voltage Monitoring 

This can be safely measured using high frequency differential 

voltage probe or isolation amplifier. It has been used to 

calculate the instantaneous power, instantaneous torque and 

negative sequence impedance. 

7) Stator Current Monitoring 

The stator current is generally estimated utilizing a clasp on 

lobby impact current test. It contains recurrence parts which 

can be identified with an assortment of issues, for example, 

mechanical and attractive asymmetries, broken rotor bars and 

shorted hands over the stator windings. The greater part of the 

distributed research work as of late has analyzed the 

utilization of the stator ebb and flow for wellbeing checking. 

Especially utilizing recurrence investigation. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Insurance and observing of three stage enlistment engine 

from over voltage, single staging and overheating and stage 

inversion give the hesitant running of engine. Socialize its 

lifetime and productivity. Particularly these shortcomings 

incite when supply framework is damaging its rating. In three 

stage acceptance engine when running at evaluated voltage, 

current and load these blame are not produced .For smooth 

running of engine particularly fixation on supply voltage 

under the recommend limitation and load which is driven by 

the engine ought to likewise be under sure point of 

confinement. 
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